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,--ABSTRACT
Effective writing assessment involves judging how,

well,a writer is-encouraged.by the classroom's sockil context t&,pull
tOgetherideas andto_bring experience to bear on abstraction's. Four"

_main7,ipoints can-t*madwto jUttify'this,View.'First, assessment by
'standardized.testdeterMines a teach-andrtest model of instruction.
But'i-itUriculuM that eiphasizetwriting'proaesses it richer:and can
beteitedAising, direct, astessment'by writing sample-, such as the 2
Stanfoi&TWriting Astessment,Program.'Second, teach-and-test,models of
_r,itinginitiuttionconflict'.with'goodwriting theory. A good model
'ofiting,inttructi-on emphasizesrtvision, talking, reading,and
ritainyigandcanbe.tested through essay questiont'that pertain ,to
,thete_:,experiences. Third, astessment by_standardized toot is a deeply ,

-OotedPrablenrallied,with the teach-and-tett'research tradition;
bothproteediby:,means of oversimplified,logic requiring written,
productsi-Wplay an:oversimplified role. However, new research
teicheta More complicated logit'about product. Fourth, this new
logIt'shoWsthat standardized testing:needs to be tupplemented by
assessment,that;is-lunctional,,and,that recognizes learning as
,valUable:bligiVing points"- for constructive, integratica acts in
_-students'rwriting., (Hawaii's educational system is highlighted.) A
277item_referencelist.is,provided. (JD)
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WRITING ASSESSMENT-REEXAMiNED

Some years ago comedi-n ,TomLehrer, An a di ty,

parodied the New Math. Strumming his guitar in ,a,San Franc

night club, he ran through ..a complicated expkan tion as

subtracted one simple number- f

turned

important,

hooted.

another. -The answer. as

he said, ttthe nswer no

,The audience'

'Jt. he teaching of Engli

well aware that "F'rocess

writing. ,But WritingProcets, like

r deserved ridicule

rofesional training

in the teachin

he'NeW Math, will come in

no one says wh the end should_be

eased. The argument here is that assessment can be

rationally'carried'out.

should have their,eYes

The arguMent is also that assessors
,

s really going on in the

process of writing. What, going on is practice in'

created is an interactiveproblem-solving and analys s; what s

social context that from aVygotsklan perspective, is crucial

both,language to grow and thinking t- 1luorilr5h. If



assessment is doing i

-it- enco . aged

pull things:

job, it needs to judge h

by the soc al con

well the

ekt of:the cla 5 Dom to

together that otherwise exist for the" writer ir

bite and pieces

experience to be

for how well it

But this

and, hoW well the writer is engaged'

ar on abstractions. Writing should be assessed

succeeds in doing all' 'of:this.:'

is-getting ahead of the story. To arr ve at this

conclusions, ". f_ur ;argum nts abou

'madeu

1. ment'by standardized test determines curriculum. It

iting assessment need to be

conveys to teachers

2. Such a model

theory, a problem that may be alleviated by changing the test

somewhat.

p-obl2m is deeprroo ed. Assessment

standardized testis alliecLwith a:teachan-test research

tradition; ,both assessment and;this brand of research;proceed

by means of an,oversimplified log c that requires products to

play an oversimplified role. New research teaches a new and

more complicated logic aboUt product.

4. This newer logic shows that standardized testing needs to be

supplemented ,by' assessment that is functional.

teach-and-test model of instruction.

ruction conflicts with good writing

rode

Point,1: Assessment procedures ere, in effect, a

f instruction.
n thi point I have a story 'to tell about the assessment

writing skills in Hawaii that is no doubt closely paralleled'

stories' in other dis ricts and countries..

The state -of Hawaii hasa
.

alhadMinistration



education, including two people whose whole job is to do

nothing but ,test. These peopleand interviewed one of these

o, the.directo

a new and better

sma t and sensitive manhavm been lookinn

y to assess writing. They think that

. multiple -choice testing is invalid, and ,direct assess-entiziy

writing'sample a better way. In order to assess by

-sample, they h ve adopted the Stanford

,progr which sets out,four different'

these tasks call_

d one

for description, one

r explaining. Children

Grades 3, .6. B -nd 10; last year was the first year fo

test, and it was given only to third,graders, but older

children will be tested as the years go by. The testing

because he wishes to take iittle time as:possible

asked last year for one w 'ting sample

only, the describing sampl . The sample was scor d bo h

holisticallyand for various, traits, a d the numerical scores

were sent back to the school. For the sake of varying,the

task, this year's third graders will do the narrating, -ot the

describing task that last year's children did.

'Test scores in Ha aii are big news. The reading and m th

scores arepublished_in Honolulu's ,paper'. For each school

paper lists,the per cent below the range of the national

average, the percent within this range, and the percent,above.:, =

the

Statewide Hawaiiis a,1 ttle above the national average,,in

math,-somewhat beloWin reading.. Real estate brokers-want the

--test'figures since "th value of,houses is affected by, the

irage,scores-in the loc 1 neighborho_d ,schools;this

luentneighborhoOds-such as Kahala



Diamond Head. Reading comprehension and math 3re therefore

extremely import-nt values in the community'. Now that writing

too can be assessed in numerical ter s averaged, and compareLl

-:ththe scores- f other drstric s,in the rsrands,. writing

scores benewsworthy.

As"youknow, st ndardized testing has'led many,',teachers to
.

teachby ditto sheet eerciges -instead of books and diScussion.

What, one wonders,

asked the

riting?

director of test ng in Hawaii

Writing mightStanford Assessment: Test

:teaching kne the issue

particular,

e thought the

t classroom ,

concernedhim Yes, it was a

Aarobiem,, he said, the whole questionof,teachers,:teaching to

the test. Since there people to carry 6ut
standardi ed testing for :the ent re"state, the tie-in with

instr n h d to b_ handled by the "nstr ctional division.

People in the instructional divisiorrheld meetings with:,:the

supervisorsof ranguag arts,:for the-yariouS,islands', --d on
,

the iSlandrof,Dahu, for the vari us districts -the Leeward

district, the Windward district, the Honorulu district, and so

,On. These supervisors, in turn,.explained to teachers !ow the

test related to instruction.

Let me reassureyou. ;Even1nas "Lem'lik this onet

news, about the test travels,quickly to the schools. The word

gets out. At a recent one-day conference on,assessment 1

,

asked a third gider,te cher from the blUe collar, area of' Pearl

City--some 20 miles from the center of Honolulu--how she

thought the newassessment in writing was working "Bett
r

this year;thamlast she:s-idThisyear they,had' aworkshop
,apdt01 d us itw .narrAtiv Last -year



_

describing, so weA:lidn7_ know what to prepar -01- c

dO."

What will h ppen in this-Classroom c-e F.nir.,
. . . .

explaining and delcribin4? Zs.only narr imp
, . ..

third graders-to learnObviously" the' UOVting dit-ettat- did not
. , .

. . .
. . .

n to

think so, and did not intend to communicit. thl1f Nit the

teacher, knowing how important cinAlift-en to do

well onthe test-the Pearl C tyneighbdrOood has._ pride just

ady to 4orsake Other 4orms of

-iting. Things could-be bad choice

if one muSt choose a. sirigIe 4Oem--but richer Is a. curriculum

that includes expl ining, describing nizU _asoning.

I do not envy the director-of-tes 'ng his job. !le-was

Tirobablyn ver told by anyone tri.at he, more than anyone else in

the educational establishment, was going to set curriculum, and

he makes no claims to knowing what classroom , xercisesmake for

the best instruction Yet the test itsel+ and thewayit sits,

in judgment on teaching have made him nto- anauthority figure.

Test scores are asy;:toUnderstand; they are in education the

tt*4ridmtliey.say what,to ,teach andGreat Communicators,

what to leave out the da 1y:schedule. 1.3e,know that for

.)/e.ars when writing was hardly evaluated at all, the time 'spent

on it in,the classroom declined to a horrifying few minutes

each day. kow that writing is back in the'curriculum teachers

wi11 no doUbt decide what ,to teach ,by looking at what is

ssessed down the line



-point 2. nd-test podels of instruction conf

good writing theory.

Hawai4:and,elsewhere th

nstructional models-the mode

andth*Amodel that ought to b

teaching. To improVe the Hawaii

commun cated by the

place in day-to-day classr

one simple thing c n b

done: draw from a.hat the kind of task that will be required

and notannounce it in advance. The message to teachers th n

changes; not one but four kinds

portan , not one .but f ur

thinking and writing are::

kinds should beh-done by the

children in the c assroo

But:still the greater. -r blem will remaint the di ficul y

nstrument of assessm nt match up with a good

model of instruction,. pi good model_of Writing nstruction--a,

"process" model=viewsHwriting,not as a sLill exercised in

ls 1 tion,but an activity whose::purpose is made_plain by other,

.4etivities that come.before and after -it. 5oodhxteachers have

always -omehow known this, but now a richbody _-U'literature

argues this as well. The bibliography' lists samples from the

literature that can be placed in four categories: (1) the

h writing developm nt of,young children 3-6, (2) the development

of children 7-11, (3) the development of secondary and college'

students, and (4) articles on overall development. Allof

these argue,that writing instruction shuld rest on four

pillarsTevision, talk, reading, and learning.,

1. Revision. Learning, to write requires time for studen s,
'to re-Write and'lncentiveto re-write-(for example,Peri,
1479)

'Talk shbuldoccuroften and,in
r'-eisponie_to writing?read-alOud (for ekiMple Martin, 1976):

small groups,,:as



;It. Reading. Writing should sometimes serve to make'sense
of reading, to bring prior knowledge to bear on reading,, to
motivate the reader to read mare (for example, Calkins 1963).

4 Learning. Writing should make writers curious about
_their topic. : Writing is'a way of making story and argument out
of otherwise fragmented bits,of'information. From writing' come
two kinds of resultslearning to write and just plain
learningwhich should not be separated (Britton, et'al 1975).

Now let us look _ing tasks

Do these allow, time for revi

standardized testing.

n? Almost never. Do they allow

students time to talk to each other after 'writing

draft? No. Do they ask for writing as a

Do:they ask,the writer t_ b ingpe sonal,experience

reading? Almost never. Are the samples evaluated for what the

ding?

ear on

writer learned jn doing the ,No.

Ctical person and 1:see

testing iting

th t the stand dized

s mandatory in the U.S. Otherwise, writing

loses out:to reading and' math in,thecompetition for time in

the daily schedule, and w iting remains invisible in the,public

eye. Yet in no way c nAhe writing of a standardized test

:sample replitate the writing activities that go ran In good

classrooms. By its very nature' as a test itemp.thE '.-ample is
,

finished within a single' sitting. It is,not practical to

combine reading with triting in the test because the pressure

Azif the test allows too little time_to react intelligently, and'

the writing that results looks undigested and incoherent.

have the students read ahead of time day or two

ahead--creates a flurry of-teaching to the test. ,As for talk

and small-group response, lt is impractical to suppose 'that

'pupils n'write'a,draft consult their response'groups, mull

overthe response and,then' write their test essay.''

'Instructions-4o
A

st ofthiskindwauldbe



rimpossibly complicated. So the p able- is how:to solicit a

writing sample from stUdents that will typify the writing they

-do under admittedly d_iff rent circumstances in the classrOom,

how t- ask for a sample in a way that will no

0.1.077pillar teaching each.

d- violence to

Vhave a modest prop-saltho irony intended, for:this is

truly modest-,-which might work'well in a teaching community

where members agree_on the value ntegrated :language arts.

In school of this kind children will have ,memor es apl ntY to

.write about re asked to recall:a time during the year

when they workd on a piece of Writ ng:tnat..wa por ant to

them. Again there wou)d)ae four:questions one of which would

Y,be, drawn from a,hat'. four, 'phrased in a way to suit

the age level would'ask the students to .explain or describe

the experience of doing this writing. The experience would ,

include any reading, talking, or learning that--in the mind of

the,student--was related to the writing.'

'Would this work?

Teachers would need to agree in advance that this _type of

'question Mias agood one; in fact, reaching teacher concensus by
,

talking tage her would be part of the benefit. ,There would be

further benefits as well. ,The test question, even if only ,one

of the four, would be tied to' and supportive of the values of

the teaching_community. It would make clear reference to

instructional,pOlicy. yes,' it would mix up writing skill with

pri:or:knowledge, but knowledge_shOuldbe considered,an
,

eisent _l'part.of the'produCt, not,a confounding variable.
-

d, yes child moving'in from another district might,-
,

ve-toilbe giV n a different 'questioh And,,yes e Itest



results could hardly be compared to national norms. But ti his
kind of writing question would do something important in a
teaching commun y that shows signs of w
commork.,,br. ad po icy for theteaching of

nting to adopt

acknowledge the fact that assessment is -re than an instrui ument

evaluati n t is also an instrument of ommuricatjon arand

mutual support.

remain tentati e in making _Als suggestion becau

suspect.that in most places teachers would find ithard to
concensus among themselves, especially

trend toward greater use of standardized testing and natiorial
norms. it ts clear that in heir rather uncomfortable
relation hip with assessment teachers feel they should
along in the d rection that assess ent sets.

Point 3. The problem is deep-rooted,. /ssesszent by

standardiz d "-d with a teach-and-test researc

assessnent and this brand of esearch procftvleed

cwersii)plified logic that reqares prodactI to
plified role. New research teachej a new arziand

more coaplicated logic about p :duct,
This is the b gger picture, the bigg

relationship between writing instruction
assessment, instruction finds it hard to speak up. I now iqant
to argue that this larger picture should change.

problem: in tt-i

and iting,

,Hew instruction came to be the dominated 'partner is a

questiorvtthat, 'Frank Smith answers in thi,s way: bot

instruction, and assessment took their lead from learningi
theory., Learningitheory came from departm-nts,of'payttio

,
.11,



which were themselveS omtnated by experimental design ancrby
the wholebehaviorist *tradition of research. This tradition
made assessment by nur1lrical method the underpinning for
research in learnir nd this is how numbers g

,The wtioletradition ues Smith, is better suited to learning
by rats than 1 earnin 1:21loy humans.

To some extent Z meddisagree. Quant tative methods a e not
the colPrit; we uat I1ave to be sure that what we count is what

like Smith, I point my finger at the

to be king.

we want to count

experimental tradi -and many others have done so aS well.
From the 1920s thro11 the 1960s we were all led to believe
that written prodUcts vt-atiere the resu t of an independent

variable called fiteachi-Ung," and that given the right teachin
you should get the riqIrtit product. A single cause, single
effect. Not only Was t=lthis an oversimplified approach to
teaching; it was also an oversimplified approach to product
_itself, ,as though the bi=broduct ware either right or so many,
degrees along the path toward being right. Pi'cking up a Ri6cf
of writing, teach rs Iive been ,trained to say, ,"This one is
good on, organiz ti on, ood in grammar, poor in style, poor, in
ideas, overal fair." ' This one is so many degrees toward being
something a reader wants to read and finds acceptable-to the
eyes.

But' what if one turned this ,logic of assessment around and

looked, at products in t =erms of their 'usefulness' t- the writer? ,

_Imagine' yourself at' thEm..e:, sit of an archaeological dig.
Anthropologists standin.ag .3't this site are_interes ed in

,

:products.' But' they earse mo e'than '"this bowl you'ye just dug,:up
he color and ,,sophisticated, design.



They a -o say,."Look at this bowl and its peculiar shape; these

people must have had a special use for it. And in this other

bowl-, you can see an-early-attempt to use glazing; how

different from later bowls of the same culture."

.The difference in these remarks is the difference between,

kinds of evaluation, one aesthetic and the other

_functional. As for writing, the aesthetic evaluator askS, "MQ

effective is this piece of writing in terms, of reader

e ponse?" The functional evaluator asks, "How did t

product serve the writer? what was it used for? what was thea

itsr,trying to d

To,be in line with writing ,as 'an ,instrument of learning,

As e-sment h s to be, in part, functional. It has not been-

fUnctional' in the past.

Enter at this point Research. Not quite on a white horse

/7

but certainly,different from the old experimental tradition 'end

its heavy emphasis on large samples and large numbers. 'Goi

down'the list, of' references at the end of this paper, one fiticiss

that researcher'after researcher is looking at the writer as

,Individual, and is looking at' wri ing as it leads in,and out

,talkingo revising,,and thinking.

"Why, do,little kids use listing so much?"ask peoplesu h-
,

lay and Newkirk.

"What do students do when they revis_

causes writer's block?" asks Ros
1r

asks, Perl.

'How does writing lead into, reading?" ask Harstes,

_,,andAEturke.,

mievery case the researchers ask what the

ng,anc1,44hy.-,And'fin:everyCase:the,prodUttsare'



muCh as an anthrDpologist examines a b-- = 'what is the user

doing with this and what does the user det out

it any wonder that a research model of this kind has

become a teaching model? Graves has commen ed that what began

for h m as simple classroom research became a teaching model,

quite w thout Fis intending it. Is it any wonder that good

writing teachers naturally turn to this kind of classroom

resea ch themselves? Pr cess teaching or 4-pillar teaching)

And descriptive research =upport each other. Now a sessment

needs to come on bo rd as well.

Schools have had writ ng assessment for years, and now

school dist-icts are about to launch into industrial strength

tandard zed testing. Has any of this, or wil l any _f this,

show which writers use writing to explore new c ncepts? Does

any of thiS assesSment say whether or not the writer used

writing to respond t_ t lk? This is ssessment s sob, but

assessment is" not doing,it.

Numbers are important, but numbers are not ,kin A n-

tradition.: research should now tell assessment what,it n eds

to d_- what it needs to do is say whether or not a young

HUsing writing 4or purpos

king sense out of, them.

pulling things together and

Point 4. The standardized testing

supplese ted stvent that is fcrncti

ther proposal, this one less modest.-

propo e sho- ssessment how to f
,

constructive acts in .wirltten prOdUcts.The list below names

constructive acts that young writers_have been seen,to carry,

nd evidence



out.

CONSTRUCTIVE AND INTEGRATIVE ACT

1. Is the writer trying out a new fcrm?

2. Is the writer referring

reading?

3. Is the writer making jokes, playing with words, or w rking

for vi ual effect?

4. Is the writer attempting to integrate thoughts brought up

in a recent discussion?

Does the writer attempt to include elaborative detail

ding, or perhaps imitating

hin a narrative that really has function withIn the

narrative?

6. If the topi- iS new t_ the writer, does the writer attempt

to relate it to p-io- knowledge?

7. Does the writer attempt to use conceptual language recently

acquired?

8. Does,the writer attempt, either consciously or

unconsciousFy, to make writing conform with p inciple of

writing style ?

ssessment ithat learning is v luable,

attempts to carry out one or more of the act:

aboVe, 'the assessor should, give points.. I am still a' practic

person, still concerned with devising systems of-evaIuation

that will wo k., Asse 'people; they can b- taught

to read p oducts wthan:eye t thelearning functionsI have

mentioned here. ProduCts are usually quite transparent-in this-



regard; teachers in particular can spot the place 'n the text

where the writer '7 trying something new.

Functional assessment could be carri d out, I would

suggest on a school-wide basis. A checklist style of f- m

could be filed away in the individual child's test folder,

there were such a thing, in the school's main office; the form

could show what kind of new learning the writer has used

ing for. This record could serve as part of the basis

the student's report .card. Most important, it would send a

message to each language arts teacher from the teaching

ning is irportant . And in this school,

a.laarning parp

Many in the field of English te ching are interested in

so-called "process" approaches, butnone can afford to leave

product out. Assessors .need to be taught how to read products

with an eye.to-ard the wrer's learning .purpose. Knowledge in

transition has a way of sounding rough, undige ted, perhaps

"copied" and out of tune with the voic Teachers need

to teach assessors that this is the case. Doing

et the relationship right between ins

assessment.

SO

n and

uld.helP
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